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LET’SMAKE
WINTER
FASHION FUN
FORMENTAN LEATHER

JACKET WITH DENIM
SHIRT
Getting ready for a big
date? Ditch your usual
jackets for a tan jacket to
show your lady you believe
in taking risks. Pair it with
denim on denim look and
boy are you ready for a
great first impression.

O
ne of the most exciting
things about winter is
winter fashion — you
get to have a whole

new wardrobe . One way to
ace winter dressing is by
layering like a pro. Whether
you’re going for a business
meeting or getting some
downtime with the boys, you
can choose fromMufti’s all-
new winter wear collection
and add the layers your
outfits need.
From blazers, bomber

jackets, super cozy hoodies,
and sweaters inspired from
Athleisure with sporty
aesthetics, Mufti’s new winter
collection has it all.
Kamal Khushlani, Founder

and Managing Director,
MUFTI says, “Our Autumn
Winter ‘18 Collection is
trendy, comfortable and
enables our consumers to

stand out in the crowd. It is
heartening to see the
overwhelming response the
collection has received. We
are confident that our
unparalleled design and
creativity will enable us to
continue delivering
breakthrough fashion
trends,”
Check out how Kartik

Aryan layers clothes to keep
himself warm this winter.

>> Turn overleaf

Our Autumn Winter ‘18 Collection is trendy, comfortable and enables
our consumers to stand out in the crowd. It is heartening to see the
overwhelming response the collection has received.
KAMAL KHUSHLANI, FOUNDER AND MANAGING DIRECTOR

LIGHT GREY
BOMBER JACKET
If sporty lifestyle is your
vibe then this light grey
bomber jacket with the
baseball collar is trending
this season. Warm yet
comfortable, pair it with
denims and a basic tee and
you are all good to go!

KNIT SWEATER
WITH A WOOLLEN
SCARF
Heading out for a day out in
the sun? Make sure your
casual dressing is not lazy
dressing. And while bone
chilling winds is a hindrance
for your brunch outing,
under the clear blue
sky, go for something
warm yet basic. So,
pair this round neck
dual tone knit
sweater from Mufti
with a woollen scarf to
add a refined charm
to your casual
look.

BLACK LEATHER
JACKET WITH RIPPED
JEANS
Nothing says party like a
black leather jacket paired
with ripped jeans and a
black T shirt. Put this Mufti
outfit together for the next
night out with your gang
and enjoy the attention that
will inevitably follow.
Simple, and this
combination is classic!

BLACK HOODIE
WITH DENIMS
Whether you’re going for a
walk in the park or an
evening out with some
friends, this casual black
hoodie is a winner.
Comfortable and stylish, it
looks best when worn with
a casual pair of black
jeans.

Now, if you have decided
what will look best on you
and have taken an
inspiration from Kartik
Aryan’s look book, log on to
www.muftijeans.in to shop
and pick up winter-wear
from Mufti’s latest
offerings! This collection is
also available at a Mufti
store near you.

FORMORE INFO

W
hen feeling
a nip in the
air, staying
warm

quickly becomes a
priority. But piling
on the entire
contents of your
wardrobe isn’t exactly
the stylish solution. Yes,
trapping heat is essential,
but get excessive with your
layers and you’ll be sweating
like a turkey. Trust us when
we say winter dressing is an
art. One way to ace winter
dressing is by layering like a
pro. Take a look! HTC

This International Men’s Day,
learn how to layer like a player

CHECKED BLAZER
WITH PLAIN T SHIRT
Fashion and career go hand
in hand. Switch up your
office wardrobe with these
smart casuals from Mufti.
Pair a blue checked blazer
with a grey T shirt and
trousers. You can add white
sneakers to complete the
look.
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